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Abstract: The objective of this work concerns the optimization of the operating conditions for the removal of 

heavy metals from synthetic solution by Electrocoagulation (EC). To reach this purpose, we prepared a synthetic 

wastewater containing certain heavy metals (Ni, Cu, Zn, Fe and Pb) to study the influence of various parameters 

(conductivity, pH, time of electrolysis, current density and the initial concentration of the metal) on the rate of 

removal of these metals. The results show that this rate of removal can reach 99.9 % in the following optimal 

conditions: pH included between 6 and 8 and a density of the current of 1~1.5A / dm2. This study shows that it is 

possible to remove metals in aqueous solution by the technique of electrocoagulation.  
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Introduction 

 

The toxic effects of heavy metals in aqueous 

solution are not supposed to be demonstrated 

because of their carcinogenetic effect: which makes 

their removala necessity. There are several methods 

to eliminate heavy metals such as the physical and 

chemical methods by the addition of coagulants such 

as: aluminum sulfates or iron 1 by the lime 2, the 

membrane methods 3,4, the adsorption on the 

activated carbon, the resins and the biological 

methods 5,6. However, these alternatives have major 

inconveniences, which lie in the use of expensive of 

chemicals reagents and in the production of big 

quantities of sludge, which are toxic and difficult to 

store. The case of using the lime causes huge 

quantities of precipitate and also its substitution by 

the NaOH is not adopted because of its large toxicity 

and it is more expensive. The precipitation as H2S 

sulfur products is very dangerous. The addition of 

coagulants such as the alumina sulfurs of iron allows 

also the production of a large amount of sludge and 

increases the salinity of the medium. Ion exchange 

treatment required working with low concentrations, 

and the regeneration of the ion exchange resin has a 

high cost. Biological treatment promotes the 

production of poor precipitates of soluble sulfur. 

Membrane methods have one obstacle; they are very 

expensive for a country like Morocco.These 

inconveniences compelled the researchers to adopt 

new methods that can overcome those problems. 

Among these methods, there is electrocoagulation 

which is simple, easy to operate, and it doesn't 

require any chemical additives and produces a few 

sludge 1-16, 23-42.The main objective of this paper is to 

remove heavy metals in synthetic solution by 

electrocoagulation (EC). 

 

Experimental and methods 

 

With distilled water, we 

prepare different heavy metal 

solutions at a concentration of 

500ppm for each element            

(Ni, Cu, Zn, Fe and Pb in the 

form of sulfate or nitrate).the 

dimensions of the reactor used 

are: diameter: 11 cm; height: 

23 cm. 

  

Figure  1. Electrochemical assembly
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Two identical aluminum plates of a total 

surface 104 cm2 distant 15 mm were immersed in 

this solution. To assure the conductivity of this 

solution, 2 g / l of sodium chloride was added to 

insure the conductivity of the medium and to 

activate the attack of Al [14[the continue current is 

assured by a generator (0-2 A) and (0-40V) which 

is accompanied with a rheostat in order to vary the 

electric current passed in the solution. After each 15 

min, a sample of this solution was taken, filtrated 

and then analyzed by spectroscopy of atomic 

absorption SAA to examine the evolution of the 

residual concentrations of each metal. The 

adjustment of the pH was assured by the addition of 

the hydroxide of sodium or the hydrochloric acid 

under magnetic agitation. 

 

Results and discussion 

During the passage of the electric current 

through the solution, liberation of the ions Al3+ 

caused by the oxidation of the aluminum electrode 

in the anode, in the cathode the formation of the 

hydrogen and ions hydroxides was taken place 

according to the following reactions 15.  

Anode   Al        Al3+ + 3e-        (1) 

Cathode   2 H2O + 2 e- 2 OH- + H2       (2) 

2H2O + O2 + 4 e-   4 OH -      (3) 

We notice that during the electrolysis, the 

production of an insoluble product corresponding to 

metallic hydroxides has occurred. The latter  were 

produced  further due to the interactions between 

the ions hydroxides and the metallic ions according 

to the reaction:   

Al3+     + OH-  Al(OH)3 

We note that the removal of metals can be also 

done by reduction of the metallic ions in the 

cathodic areas. 

 

Effect of the Sodium Chlorideand electric 

conductivity in time of treatment 

 

NaCl effect on the evolution of the 

medium 

To assure the passage of the electric current in 

the solution, to increase the conductivity and to 

activate the dissolution of aluminium anode, a 

sodium chloride was added 17,18.  

In order to optimize the necessary quantity of 

the salt, we opted to study the effect of the addition 

of Sodium chloride on the evolution of the 

temperature in time of electrolysis with various 

concentrations of salt (Figure 2). 

 A Concentration of salt ranged from 1g/l to 3g /l. 

in NaCl and was achieved at 25°. Figure 2 shows 

the evolution of the medium's temperature during 

the electrolysis; we observed that when the quantity 

of the salt increased in the medium, its temperature 

decreased. Whenthe sodium chloride's 

concentration wasmore than 1g/l,  

 

 

Figure 2. Effect of the addition of NaCl on the temperature of the solution treated 

 

The solution's conductivity increased. 

Consequently, the effect of joule's phenomenon also 

decreased, which can be explained by the decreasing 

of the temperature in the presence of NaCl.  

We notice that in the absence of sodium chloride, the 

temperature increases in time and passes from 22°C 

to 65°C after two hours of electrolysis. However, in 

the presence of sodium chloride, the temperature 

varies only a little; it passes from 22°C to 32°C in 2 

hours; therefore, for the consideration of other 

factors that influence the treatment by 

electrocoagulation, a concentration of 2 g/l NaCl and 

room temperature were retained. 

 

Evolution of the electric conductivity of the 

electrolyte in time of treatment 

Figure 3 shows the evolution of the conductivity 

of the electrolyte treated according to the time of 

electrolysis. We notice that there is a light increase 

during the first minutes of the processing; it passes 

from 5.3 to 5.55 mS.cm-1. This increase of the 

conductivity is explained by the addition of Al3+ ions 

produced by oxidation of the electrode of 

Aluminium in the anode: 

Al    Al3+ + 3 e- 
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and of ions OH- released by the reduction of the 

water in the cathode:  2H2O + O2 + 4 e-4 OH-. 

After 5 min of electrolysis, the conductivity 

decreases gradually in time to reach, after 120 min, 

2.3 mS.cm-1. This decrease corresponds to the 

coagulation of Al3+ in the form of Al (OH)3 

hydroxide and the removal of metallic ions. The 

electrolyte becomes poor on ions, which causes the 

decrease of the electric conductivity. 
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Figure 3. The evolution of the conductivity in time of treatment. 

 

Evolution of the pH in time of electrolysis 

Figure 4 shows the evolution of the pH during 

the time of electrolysis. We notice that the pH passes 

from 3.5 to 6.88. The solution becomes practically 

neutral. This neutralization of the electrolyte is due 

to the liberation of the ions hydroxides OH- in the 

cathode further to the reduction of the water, which 

increases the pH according to the following 

reactions:  

2 H2O +   2e-      2OH- + H2                (2) 

      2 H2O   + O2 + 4e-       4OH-                        (3) 

We also notice that the evolution of the pH is made 

according to two stages:  

1/ During the first 50 minutes, where the pH 

increases quickly and passes from 3.5 to 4.75.  

The hydroxides ions still not taking place. 

2/ After the 50 min of electrolysis where a jump 

of pH was observed from 4.75 to 5.8 (during ten  

minutes). Between 60 and 120 minutes of electro-

lysis the increase of the pH is slowed down and  

reaches a value of 6.88 at the end of the treatment 17. 

 

Figure 4.  pH evolution of the medium     Figure 5.  Evolution of the final pH   
according to time.            depending on the initial pH. 

 

Figure 5, shows the evolution of the pH during 

electrocoagulation treatment of a solution containing 

500 mg of metal ions for 120 minutes and at a 

current density I =1A /dm2. The evolution of the 

final pH depending on the initial pH:  after each 

treatment, the final pH of the medium increases; this 

can be explained by the generation of OH- ions on 

the cathode and the substitution of OH-  ions by the 

chloride ions in the aluminum.  

 

Effect of the time of electrolysis 

The liquids discharges are usually acid, neutral 

or basic. So, we proceeded to study the kinetics of 

the removal of metals by EC with various values of 

pH (4, 7 and 10). According to the Figures 6, 7 and 8 

which present the residual concentrations of existing 

metals in terms of the time of electrolysis in various 

pH initial of medium. The concentration of the 

various metallic ions decreases in all cases in time of 

the electrolysis. 

We noted also that the initial concentrations of 

the metallic ions depend on the medium pH, due to 

their stabilities 10. In pH = 4, the ions Pb2+, Cu2+ and 

Ni2+ have almost the same speed of precipitation and 

were practically eliminated after 45 minutes of 

treatment (Figure 6). However, for Zn2+ and Fe2 +    

(or Fe3 +) ions, they were eliminated only after 105 

min. So we can conclude that there is a selectivity of 

metals during the treatment. 
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Figure 6. Treatment by electro coagulation of a metallic's solution: 

(Cu, Zn, Fe, Pb et Ni) at pH initial = 4 

 

 
Figure 7. Treatment by par electrocoagulation of a metallic's solution: 

(Cu, Zn, Fe, Pb and Ni) at pH initial = 7 

 

 
Figure 8. Treatment by par electro coagulation of a 

metallic's solution: (Cu, Zn ,Fe, Pb and Ni) at pH initial = 10 

 

In pH = 7, only the copper precipitates totally 

and immediately, the other elements precipitate only 

partially at the beginning of the processing. 

However, only the nickel remains insensible to the 

variation of the pH (Figure 7). The phenomenon of 

precipitation of the metallic ions with the pH depend 

on their stability and to the affinity of the reaction of 

every element with the ions hydroxides. So, the 

copper reacts immediately with the ions OH- to 

neutral or basic pH, given its big affinity with these 

ions 19. 

In neutral pH, the optimal precipitation's time of 

Cu is about 10 min, while for the Pb and Ni it is 

about 15 min and it is much slower for Zn (45 min) 

and for Fe (120 min).  

We also notice for Zn and Fe, in the acid and 

neutral medium (Figures 5 and 6), that there is a 

fluctuation in their residual concentrations during the 

treatment. This fluctuation can be explained by the 

phenomenon of coagulation-dissolution. As for the 

(Figure 8), it shows that in the basic medium the 

optimal duration of precipitation is relatively much 

shorter than in acid medium, because of the strong 

concentration of the electrolyte in ions OH-. The 

ions Cu2+, Pb2+, Zn2+ and Ni2+ have a big affinity of 

reaction with the OH- ions to form metallic 

hydroxides which are generally very stable 20-21. 

However, we notice that in pH = 10 all the 

metallic ions study precipitates immediately except 

the Nickel which is eliminated from the solution 

after 15 minutes of electrolysis.  

We notice that there are several competitive 

reactions near of the cathode: the reduction of ionic 

metals, precipitation and a co-precipitation of metals 
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under hydroxides forms. As the results show, there is 

firstly a reduction of metals on the cathode which 

dominates because of their high concentrations, and 

secondly, we notice that this reduction grows in the 

following order: Cu  Pb Ni  Zn according to their 

normal potential (E°Zn2+/ Zn = -0,76V  E°N 2+/Ni = 

-0,25V E°Pb2+/ Pb = -0,13V E°Cu2+/Cu = 0,345V) 

and their corresponding solubility and their 

formation energies of their equivalent           

hydroxides 22,25. 

 

Effect of current density 

To study the effect of current density applied 

during the electrolysis, we followed the residual 

concentration of the various metallic ions studied 

according to the density of the current applied, 

during electrolysis time of 120 min and a 

concentration of 500 ppm for each of the ions 

(Figure 9). We notice that the rate of removal of 

metals increases with the density of the current. 

Indeed, when we apply current densities between 0,1 

and 0,5A / dm2,  the maximal rate of removal of 

metals does not exceed 64,5 %. However, it exceeds 

90 % for current density higher than 1A / dm2 and 

reaches a maximum of 99.9 % for a current density 

of 1.5 A / dm2. This result could be explained by the 

important liberation of the ions OH- and the 

reduction of metallic ions responsible for the 

removal of studied metals. Indeed, this phenomenon 

depends strongly on the strength of current applied to 

electrodes according to the Faraday's law:  

m = I. t. M/z. F 

where I is the strength of current applied, t: the 

time of the electrolysis, M: the molar mass of the 

element, z: the number of electrons and F: the 

number of Faraday (96486 C.mol-1). There is also a 

strong gaseous release (H2) on the cathode further to 

the reduction of the water:   

2H2O + 2e-        2OH- +   H2. 

The gaseous released facilitates the separation of the 

solid phase (precipitate metallic) of the            

electrolyte 21,22. 

 

 
Figure 9. Removal of metals according to the current intensity 

(t =120 min, initial concentration 500ppm, pH = 5) 

 

Effect of the initial pH 

Figure 10 shows the effect of the initial pH on 

the treatment processes of the ions studied in a 

solution containing 500 ppm of every metal, the 

initial pH was chosenfrom2 to 12, current density:1 

A/dm2 during 120 min.  

We notice that the rate of removal of these 

various metals is from 90 to 95 % for pH between 4  

 

and 6 and reach a maximum when pH is superior to 

6. However, in pH < 4, this rate is very low and it is 

only approximately about 55 % in pH = 2. These low 

efficiencies can be explained by re-dissolution of 

precipitates (metallic hydroxides) in acid medium 

(pH lower than 4). However, higher efficiencies 

were reached   in neutral or basic mediums thanks to 

the higher stability of the precipitate.

 

Figure 10. Effect of the initial pH on the removal of metallic's ions 
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Effect of initial concentration of the removed 

metal 

In order to observe the effect of the initial 

concentration on the speed of removal of this metal, 

solutions of various concentrations of Cu (500, 250, 

200, 100 and 50 mg / l) were prepared.  

The obtained results (Figure 11) show that the 

speed of removal of Cu increases when its initial 

concentration decreases. The same behaviour is 

observed for the other metals (Zn, Pb, Fe and Ni). 

The effect of the concentration is explained by the 

fast adsorption of these metals on the cathode or on 

aluminium polymeric hydroxides and also by the 

high collision probability of entities in the diluted 

solutions. It can be suggested that EC is very 

effective for dilute concentration. 

 

 

Figure 11. Removal of Cu according to the initial concentration with (I = 1A, pH = 6) 

  

Conclusion 

 

This study shows that it is possible to remove 

heavy metals in synthetic wastewater (Ni, Pb, Cu, Fe 

and Zn) by the technique of Electrocoagulation. The 

rate of removal can reach 99.9 %. The parameters 

which act on the efficiency of this electrochemical 

method were: the time of electrolysis, the 

conductivity, the initial pH, the initial metallic 

concentration and the density of the current. In our 

case, the optimal conditions of treatment were: an 

initial pH between 6 and 8, the density of the current 

ranged from 1 to 1,5A / dm2, and duration of 

electrolysis is dependent on the metallic ion to be 

treated. We noted that there is selectivity during the 

removal of metals, governed by their standard 

potentials and the energies of formation of 

hydroxides. So the order of the selectivity is as 

follow: Cu Pb Ni  Zn>Fe. 
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